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MEMORANDUM FOR: SEE DISTRIBUTION 

SUBJECT: Policy foi Sys~txis Engineering in DoU 

Application of rigorous systems engineering discipline is paramount to the 
Department's abiIity to meet the challenge of developing and maintaining needed 
warfighting capability. This is especially true as we strive to intcgrate increasingly 
complex systems in a family-of-systems, systcm-of-systems, net-centric warfare context. 
Systems engineering provides the integrating technical processes to define and balance 
system perfu~mancc, cost, schedule, and risk. It must bc e r rhxkkd in  program planning 
and performed across the entire acquisition life cycle. 

Toward that end, I am establishing [he following policy, effective immediately and 
to be included in the next revision of the DoD 5000 series acquisition documents: 

Systems Engineering (SE). All programs responding to a capabilities or 
requirements document, regardless of acquisition category, shall apply a 
I O L J U ~ L  SE approach rhac balances total system performance and total 
o~cnership costs within the family-of-systems, systems-of-systems context. 
Programs shall develop a Systems Engineering Plan (SEP) for M i l m t n n ~  
Decision Authority (MDA) approval in conjunction with each Milestone 
review, and integrated with the Acquisition Strategy. This plan shall describe 
t h r  program's overall technical approach, including processes, ~ ~ s u u ~ c c b ,  
metrics, and applicable performance incentives. It shall also detail the timing, 
conduct, and success criteria of technical reviews. 

In support of the above policy, the Director, Defense Systems shall: 

a .  Identify the requirement for a SEP in DODI 5000.2, and provide specific 
content guidance tailorable by the MDA in the Defense Acquisition Guidebook. 

b. Assess the adequacy of current Department-level SE related policies, 
processes, practices, guidance, tools, and education and training and recommend 
to me nccessary changes. 








